Government Reports Inflation
In Farm Land Seems Checked
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estimated at 37.5 farms
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year, and a third less
The Washington Home Builders’
the levels of, say, 30 years ago, than the postwar peak of
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Association project to rehabilitate
BAE has the answer figured at 213 1,000.
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ihe 1912-1914 period.
ample to owners is getting up a
were reported in all regions ex“In
most States, the change in cept New England, West
sponsors
say.
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South
head of
farm real estate values during the Central and Pacific
States.
At the business meeting of the
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“Forced
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the
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farms,
states
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showed small
and tax sales at 0.5 per
to be offered now. The Washingdeclines or no change; only one 1,000.”
ton Urban Redevelopment Corp.,
Significant, perhaps, is the large
state (Maine) reported an increase
corporation formed to carry out
of more than 3 per cent.”
increase in farm mortgage debt,
the work, has a stock authorizaBehind the tendency of farm which amounted to nearly a half
tion of $300,000. but for the presThat was dereal estate to stabilize for the billion during 1951.
ent only a third of it will be ispresent, said BAE, was the fact scribed as one of the largest insued. a spokesman said.
that while farmers’ income has creases since 1920. Total outstand** * *
increased a bit, production costs ing farm debt stood at $6.3 billion
Brown L. Whatley, JacksonJanuary 1, 1952, and at that
have increased more, with the re- on
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“may
sult
net
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for
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that
president of the Mortgage Banka year earlier, and more than a
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larger than at the postwar
ers’ Association of America at the
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“The
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39th annual con-;
prices
during the year ending low in 1946.
vention which opens in Chicago!
However, BAE emphasized that
July 1 were much less than during
on Monday. William L. King of
in relation to the current value of
REMODELED THEATER—This is an architect’s sketch of the the preceding year,” the agency all farm real estate—nearly $94
Washington is scheduled for election as a vice president. About, 50 Sam S. Shubert Memorial Theater, 513 Ninth street N.W., stated.
billion
the outstanding debt is
“The 5 per cent increase for
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the lowest on record.
delegates from the Washington
The Washington Theater Corp., owner, has it under lease to the United States was less than BAE statistics showed yesterday
area will attend the convention.
third of the gain made during that in the period from July, last
I. Hirst Enterprises.
The American Theater Corp. will operate it a1950-51,
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management
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York,
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New
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who
A new 10-store parking and
was only a fourth or a fifth as farm land values rose by 11 per
represented
locally by Bernie Ferber. Architect for remodeling much.
shopping center at Alabama avecent, while those of Virginia rose
nue and Stanton road S.E., being was Bernard L. Frishman.
“Only five States showed
in- by 9 per cent.
developed by the Cafritz Concreases of 10 per cent or more
Farm land values in July, this
struction Co., is rapidly nearing flower Hotel. New officers will be days all builders will have received during the year ending this July,
year, had risen in Maryland by
completion, the owners said to- elected. A dinner will start at a list showing how each of their whereas only seven States showed
cent over the 1935-39
is deficient, from VA’s gains of less than this amount 159 per
day.
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is the 7:30 p.m. Entertainment is being houses
average, and in Virginia by 190
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architect. It is known as Park- arranged
during the year
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Special “project analyses” of
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In addition, said the agency, land farm land this year was put
been made by the agency in the sales volume stood at a third beThe Alexandria-Arlington-Fair- rectors.
at $157.46, while the value for
last several weeks, and it is on low the
postwar peak, affected
fax Real Estate Board is planning
the basis of these analyses that perhaps, in part, by a somewhat that in Virginia stood at $104.41,
a fall barbecue October 9 at the
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violations are being specified, VA tighter mortgage credit situation.
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In New
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were just as real estate following the Korean in Connecticut at $273.04.
Building materials
production are not of a “stereotyped variety.” of the association
outbreak,” said BAE, “sales acmay reach an all-time high next! “They just aren’t realistic When eager to have violations cleared
up as the Veterans Administra- tivity has declined steadily since
year. Elliott C. Spratt, newly elect- j
it comes to valuing a house with tion, and that its committee was reaching the peak in the year ended president of the Producers'
a little architecture in it,” the set up for the purpose of co-oper- ing March, 1947.
Council said yesterday at St. Louis
ating with VA toward that end.
during the council’s annual meetbuilder contended.
cerned; that will protect the veting.
Referring to the progress of the
“We hope that out of the dis- eran home buyer to the full extent
** * *
campaign to obtain full compli- cussions between us and VA there now sought by the rules, and yet
The meeting of the Washington ance with VA standards
on all will be developed a new set of avoid technicalities which needReal Estate Board will be held at present
projects,
require- lessly raise the cost of building
a VA office minimum construction
p.m.
Tuesday
5:30
in the May- spokesman
said that within 10 ments that will be more realistic, without adding to the soundness
so far as local conditions are con- ;of a house," he said.
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OPEN TODAY AND SUNDAY, 12 TO 6
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On A Large Wooded, Corner Lot, 200x140 Fenced.
A spacious center-hall Colonial residence with delightful living room, family-size dining room
with communicating side living porch, all-electric kitchen with dining orea, den and powder
room. Second floor has master bedroom and private bath, three other twin-size bedrooms
and hall bath, sun deck off master bedroom.
Stairway to large finished third floor, which
is ideal for extra bedroom or for playroom for the children.
Basement has recreation room
space, oil air-conditioned heat. Two-car detached garage.
One block from transportation
and convenient fd schools and shopping area.
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TO REACH: Out Wisconsin Ave. through Bethesda, Md.,
to East-West
Hwy. (traffic light), then bear left on
OLD GEORGETOWN RD. about 1 mile (three blocks
beyond Suburban Hospital) to SONOMA RD , then left
]
bjock
LANE, then left to the property
Year at our OPEN SIGN.
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KENSINCTON, MD.
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We have an active demand for homes in the better
residential areas of the District, nearby Maryland
and Virginia. Listings are invited.
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TILED BATH

Thos. J. Fisher
Established

Dl. 6830

Ives, and

"FRANKLIN FOREST

Sun., GE. 4711

Buy at a Rock Bottom Price

"
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Open Suno>y 9 1 to 6

NEARBY VIRGINIA
Custom designed

by one of the nation's outstanding
An exact replica of Southern American

with minute attention to every
authentic detoil.
Colonial with random pegged floors,
heavy brass locks and pulls and great curving stairway up to the two-story center hall. All millwork
was custom made, including mantel, and doors were copied from famous old houses.
From the
splendid living room is a large screened porch hidden from view by flowering shrubs, the authentic
octagonal dining room opens onto a flagged sunken terrace. The paneled master's den has corner
fireplace ond full bath. Upstairs are 5 bedrooms ond 3 baths. The master's suite ftpens onto the
private sun deck.
Basement recreation room with huge brick fireplace, servants quarters ond bath.
2-cor goroge and motor court. The grounds, spacious enough for complete privocy ond freedom,
have rare beauty.
Growing down from the main veranda ore 3 grass carpeted terraces separated by
ivy-colored stone walls.
Hundreds of flowering shrubs, fruit trees and evergreens ore massed
throughout property.
In short, an estote small enough for eosy maintenance ond large enough for
perfect freedom and luxury life. Located in Washington's finest section, Bradley Boulevord.
DIRECTIONS: Out Mass. Ave. to Wise. Ave., right to Bradley Blvd., lejt to 6804 just a short
distance beyond entrance to Kenwood.
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SL. 6010

For tha Couple or Small Family Desiring an Individually
Designed Home With Indoor and Outdoor Living Space

This Arizona ranch house of white brick and frame offers very large rooms and outdoor privocy. Rooms include living room (Mx3o) with dining area, large windows and a most attractive fireplace. There is o
(12x13) ond a man-sized
master bedroom 04x16) with bay window and 2 huge closets; guest bedroom
tiled bath. The basement level which opens on a ground-level terrace, contains a charming den or guest
bedroom with adjacent bath. There is an up-to-the minute kitchen with 8 ft. G.E. refrigerator ond de
luxe gas range; Venetian blinds; gas heat. Long porch off living room. Wishing well. Detached gaarge.
For sale due to Admiral's retirement.
% rfe L ions

Buy
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Bridge: right on
? r °*#
Dominion Drive; left on Old Dominion Drive
Avenue to Virginia Avenue;

left on Maasachmettt

JA
2-3838

Corner, 3 Bedroom Rambler, 36x24 ft., with full bosement
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C. D. KELLEY

KEnmore 8-6644
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BETHESDA
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JAckson 4-0957

What 9 11 You Have?
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Evesand
Sun., GL. 6615
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to Glebe Rood fat traffic light): right on Glebe Road to
for one and five-tenths miles to “Franklin Park” iign;
left on Virginia Avenue to 5*0.1 and "OPEN” sign
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An Established Subdivision Adjacent to U. S. Public Health

Hiohwag
(route S 0»)

~

SILVER SPRING AREA

GLENWOOD, BETHESDA

$26,950
Lee

12508 ERRING COURT
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6804 Bradley Boulevard
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$15,950 —and as low as $2,500 cash
OPEN SUNDAY 1 TILL DARK
?o‘ r« :rd%r 3 K oAu'r e 1^ .nmdt thbe, y^u s. WhMtOn
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to St. Louis

Visit, Compare—Then
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ARIZONA RANCH HOUSE ON ONE-HALF ACRE

Owner Transferred
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“OPEN SUNDAY 2 P.M. UNTIL 6 P.M.

CRONIN

10. 5-3200
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2304 Calvert N.W.
808 N. Capitol St.

Directions: Out Conn. Ave. to Kenstngton-Wheaton Road to Newport Mill Rd.
on left: then left to Murdock Drive and right to Harriet Lane and right to
SiOi Anderson and exhibit home.
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OPEN SATURDAY A Sunday, 2 TILL DARK

LEACH
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"l wish Pop would call Humphries
Realty Co., about buying s new

Co., Inc.

&

Realtors

738 15th St. N.W.

PLENTY OF CLOSETS

•

Mi

home:’

BRICK AND FRAME • RI’SCO WINDOWS
CEDAR SHINGLE AND FORM STONE
THREE TWIN-SIZE BEDROOMS
ULTRA MODERN KITCHEN

•
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to non-vets
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*750 DOWN G.I.

TERMS TO SUIT —ONLY $17,950
DINING BOOH—BASEMENT—S MINS. NAVAL HOSPITAL
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Bethesda, Md.
Charm and character ore only two of the fine qualities this lovely
three-bedroom brick home possesses:
In Addition:
O Slate roof
O Stepdown Living and Dining Room
O Pegged Oak Floors
O Wooded Lot 60x130
O Attached Garage
O 4% First Trust Loan
O Full Basement With Toilet
O Near Schools and Stores

Open Sundays, 2 to

€

P.M.

Out W’isc. Ave. to Bradley Lane., left on Bradley
Road, then right to Manning Drive, then right again

Directions:

braok
on left.
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Mr. Oberholztr on Promises
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SAMUEL E. ¦=-;
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5642 Lone Oak Drive Bethesda, Md.

OPEN UNTIL SOLD
A beautiful custom-built brick Cape Cod. On Ige. corner lot, featuring kitchen with dinette plus
living rm., fireplace, porch. Don’t miu this lovely home in one of Bethesda’s
full dining
better locations. We can give you the terms that suit your budget.
Mr. Gordon, LO. 5-870
S
To Reach: Out Wi*.
1 block to house.
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